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Frost & Sullivan Awards

Frost & Sullivan’s Gary Jeffery announces another GIL award recipient.

The interactive CEO Panel discuss best practice perspectives in action.

On 14 May Stuart and Oliver spent a very long day filming the Growth, Innovation &
Leadership (GIL) Event for Frost & Sullivan at the Guoman Cumberland Hotel, Marble
Arch. This was followed by the recording of various interviews and then the GIL Awards
Banquet in the evening which was also covered by Taiwanese TV.

Recently Completed Work
In February Stuart and Oliver filmed and subsequently edited a four hour conference at
the Marks & Spencer HQ which was for internal M&S consumption.
In March Oliver assisted Dallas Leigh-Martene of Peak Performance Plus by providing
the videoing of participants at a training day at Foxtons Estate Agents.
Meanwhile the Hornsey Historical Society historical documentary – The Town or Hamlet
of Highgate - which KLA transferred from DigiBeta tape to DVD has been selling like
hotcakes and Stuart has been busy producing lots of copies for the HHS to keep up with
the demand for this fine documentary.

Training
Our sister operation Swanrose Video Training and Consultancy recently provided filming
skills training to staff from EDF Energy and is about to do the same for staff from a local
authority.

Future Productions/Work
KLA is booked for further work with Frost & Sullivan including another awards banquet
in June and a possible interview to be recorded in Darmstadt also in June.

Other booked work includes the annual Suzuki Concert in the Central Hall, Westminster
for Southbank International School in early June, Jack Petchey’s “SpeakOut” Challenge!
at the Queen Elizabeth Hall in July and, for and with Mike Page of Open Space Films, a
concert at the Winter Gardens, Eastbourne also in July. All of these will be multi-camera
shoots.
Other possible work includes a mooted promotional video for long-time client the
College of Elemental Chi Kung.
On the facilities side we are currently transferring a batch of Standard 8 films to Mini DV
tape and are awaiting confirmation of a possible job digitising of over 3000 slides for a
national sporting club.
KLA also expects to be working with regular client - the Queen’s Royal Hussars
Historical Society - on another of their projects later in the Year.

New Purchases
KLA has acquired the new JVC ‘news’ camcorder - the GY-HM600 - which has been
approved by the EBU for broadcast news coverage (Tier 2J). This has already been
deployed as Camera 3 in the recent F&S GIL Event (see above) and will also be used for
the Suzuki Concert in June.

Hot News
Stuart, Oliver and Tom will be filming renowned flamenco guitarist Juan Martin at his
Musica Alhambra concert at the Purcell Room on Friday 24 May. The prime purpose of
this commission is general promotional use but Stuart is hopeful that the footage will also
be included in a full-length documentary that he is planning to make about the life and
music of Juan Martin.

More Hot News
Stuart has now received confirmation that he will be flying to Darmstadt on Tuesday 4
June to film an interview at the Merck-Serano HQ

Contact
As ever we welcome visitors to our web site at:

www.klafilmvideo.co.uk

or you can visit the Swanrose web site at:

www.swanrose.co.uk

or our dedicated film transfer site at:

www.filmtovideo.co.uk
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